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Size and Composition of the Sector: 

• The Market Cap of this sector as of February 6th, 2022, is $9.06 Trillion, which consists 

of seven industries including Banks ($4.13T), Capital Markets ($2.03T), Consumer 

Finance ($359.36B), Diversified Financial Services ($788.59B), Insurance ($1.59T), 

Mortgage REITs ($68.89B), and Thrifts & Mortgage Finance ($89.11B). 

• The one-year percent change in the financial sector has gained 33.05% as of February 6th, 

2022, which is the second highest in that time span. 

• The largest companies by revenue in the financial sector include JPMorgan Chase, 

Fannie Mae, Bank of America (we own), Wells Fargo, and Citigroup. 

• The S&P 500 has the financial sector weighted at 11.3% as of February 6th, 2022, while 

the IMP portfolio has the financial sector weighted at 10.99% as of December 31st, 2021, 

(as of February 6th is 12.5%). This shows that we have overweighted the financial sector 

at a time where financials have outperformed all but one sector (energy). 

• Financials in the last 3 months has not changed much posting -0.66% return while the 

S&P 500 returned -2.81% in the same timeframe. Banks and capital markets were the 

biggest detractors during this time with -3.12% and -5.45% respectfully while diversified 

financial services and insurance were the biggest contributors with 9.1% and 3.01% 

respectfully. 

 

Business Analysis: 

• According to Fidelity the US business cycle is in the back half of the mid-cycle with only 

China ahead of us in the middle of the recession cycle while the remaining economies are 

in the front half of the mid-cycle. The financial sector does not overperform or 

underperform in the mid, late, and recession cycles. 

• In the financial sector, external factors and the economy play a huge role in affecting the 

performance of this sector. One important external factor is interest rates. When rates are 

low capital projects and investments are more affordable due to the low rates. In a perfect 

scenario interest rates would rise moderately which allows financial service companies to 

earn more money on they credit that is already issued to their customers. In a not so 

perfect scenario, if the interest rates increase dramatically this causes the demand for 

credit to plummet thus reducing revenues. 

• Government regulation and multiple barriers to entry make it hard to get established in 

this industry. Government officials can reduce regulation thus causing profits to increase 

while lessening the strain on companies in the financial sector and vice versa. Barriers to 

entry involve licensing laws, capital requirements, access to financing, and regulatory 

compliance and security concerns to name a few. High fixed and sunk costs only add to 

the challenges of surviving in this industry. 
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• Consumer debt levels play are large roll in the financial industry as well. If consumers 

lower the amount of debt they have then they also lower their risk of defaulting on loans. 

This allows for customers to increase their debt tolerance, thus increasing profitability. 

• The yield curve directly impacts the profitability of firms in the financial sector. If the 

yield curve flattens then profitability falls because he spread on lending is negligible. On 

the other hand, a steep yield curve allows for a wider spread which in return increases 

profitability. 

• Inflation can benefit both lenders and borrowers. Essentially inflation enables borrowers 

to pay back lenders with money that is worth less now than it was when it was originally 

borrowed which benefits borrowers. When inflation causes an increase in prices the 

demand for credit increases which then increases interest rates and in return benefits 

lenders. With inflation nearing 7% in 2021 the Federal Reserve is expected to increase 

interest rates which would eventually lead to less borrowing. This is not necessarily bad 

news since the increased interest rates allow lenders to earn more in interest off their 

loans. This especially helps companies that offer credit cards since their rates vary. 

 

Economic Analysis: 

• The financial sector is a cyclical sector. Stocks that are considered cyclical are often 

stocks whose prices are affected by macroeconomic or systematic changes in the 

economy. Cyclical stocks perform well when the economy is booming because people 

are spending more money. This coincides with the notion that the financial sector 

outperforms in the early business cycle and then has normal returns in the remaining 

stages. 

• As I mentioned earlier interest rates, government regulation, barriers to entry, consumer 

debt levels, and inflation are external economic variables that impact the profitability of 

companies in the financial sector. 

• We own five stocks in this sector. Bank of America is in the banking industry. Horizon 

Technology and BlackRock are in the capital market industry. Visa and Capital One are 

in the consumer finance industry. Unfortunately Bank of America, Horizon Technology, 

and BlackRock are in the banking and capital market industries which both have negative 

returns in the past three months. Since we are only in three out of the seven industries in 

the financial sector, I see an opportunity for me to diversify this sector. 

 

Financial Analysis: 

• The average EPS in the banking industry as of February 4th, 2022, is $6.72, revenue 

growth is -0.05%, ROE is 13.48%, ROI of 5.32%, and dividend yield is 2.78% as of 

February 4th, 2022. Comparing that to BAC during the same time frame, their EPS is 
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$3.34, ROE is 11.73%, revenue is $87.15 billion, and the trailing dividend yield is 1.62%. 

As you can see, our selection here is worse than the industry. 

• The average EPS in the capital market industry as of February 4th, 2022, is $11.95, 

revenue growth of 58.80%, ROE is 30.54%, ROI of 13.21%, and dividend yield is 1.93%. 

Comparing that to HRZN (and BLK) during the same time frame, their EPS is $1.42 

($37.60), revenue of $57.38 million ($18.75B), ROE of 12.61% (13.70%), and dividend 

yield of 7.69% (2.04%). Both companies lack in one area but they make it up in another. 

For example, both of their ROEs are low compared to the industry, but HRZN makes up 

for it with a high dividend yield while BLK makes up for it with a high EPS. 

• The average EPS in the consumer finance industry as of February 4th, 2022, is $13.53, 

revenue growth of 12.57%, ROE of 30%, ROI of 12.44%, and dividend yield of 1.38%. 

Comparing that to V (and COF) during the same time frame, their EPS is $6.04 ($26.82), 

revenue of $25.48 billion ($29.65B), ROE of 39.12% (19.9%), ROI is 24.08%, and 

dividend yield is 0.58% (1.33%). As you can you both companies lack in one area but 

make up for it in another. For example, V has a low EPS but a large ROE while COF has 

a small ROE but a large EPS. 

• The key takeaway from this is that our stock selection for this specific sector is at best 

mediocre if not poor. This can be me improved on by selling one or two of the 

underperforming securities and investing that capital in other securities in this sector. 

 

Valuation Analysis: 

• Comparing the financial ratios between the S&P 500 and the Financial Select SPDR 

Fund (XLF), which is used to track the performance of the financial sector, the financial 

sector has a P/E ratio of 11.6 for the trailing twelve months. This low P/E ratio could 

signal that some stocks in this sector are undervalued. 

• Comparing this to the S&P 500s P/E ratio of 23.05, the XLF funds P/E is much lower 

than the S&P 500. The distribution yield for XLF and the S&P 500 (1.63% and 1.27% 

respectively as of January 31st, 2022) is better, has a lower price to book ratio, and lower 

price to sales ratio. 

• This all means that the financial sector has a lower market premium, higher price 

dividends by cash flow per share, and lower stock price to sales per share. Comparing 

these five stocks we own to the sector average, most have higher P/E ratios (only HRZN 

and COF did not), lower P/B ratios (only BLK and V had higher), and most have higher 

P/S (only COF did not). 

 

Recommendation: 

• I believe that IMP should underweight the financial sector by 1-2% compared to the S&P 

500. Currently the financial sector is weighted at 12.5% which means I would have to sell 
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approximately 2% of the sector. I fear that the financial sector will not be able to 

outperform the market as we leave the mid-cycle and enter the late cycle. 

Underweighting the financial sector will give us the freedom to overweigh other sectors 

that historically outperform during the mid and late cycles. 

• I would like to sell one of the stocks that has been underperforming and take some of the 

processed from that to invest in a small cap value stock in a different industry to diversify 

our portfolio within this sector. 
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Resources: 

https://eresearch.fidelity.com/eresearch/markets_sectors/sectors/sectors_in_market.jhtml 

https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/indices/equity/sp-500/#data 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_companies_in_the_United_States_by_revenue 

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/111414/does-inflation-favor-lenders-or-

borrowers.asp#:~:text=Inflation%20allows%20borrowers%20to%20pay,interest%20rates%2C%

20which%20benefits%20lenders. 

https://screener.fidelity.com/ftgw/etf/snapshot/snapshot.jhtml?symbols=SPY 

https://screener.fidelity.com/ftgw/etf/goto/snapshot/snapshot.jhtml?symbols=XLF 
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